
 

Hawaii Pacific University Announces NEW Military Spouse Scholarship 

Hawaii Pacific University is pleased to announce its new Military Campus Programs (MCP) 
Spouse Scholarship! This scholarship is set to launch concurrent with registration for MCP’s 
Term 3-2013 (Apr-June 2013).   

Frequently Asked Questions 

Question: What are the eligibility requirements for the NEW Military Spouse Scholarship? 

Answer: Any military spouse who possesses a valid/current “United States Uniformed Services 
Identification and Privilege Card” and is enrolled in a Military Campus Program term may be 
eligible to receive the scholarship.  

Question: What are the benefits of the NEW Military Spouse Scholarship? 

Answer: The scholarship includes a 25% reduction in tuition that can be applied to any course(s) 
- Undergraduate or Graduate, online or in the classroom - offered in any MCP term.  

NOTE:  The scholarship is not available for military spouses taking courses on the Main Campus 
(Spring, Summer, Fall, or Winter terms).  

Question: What makes this scholarship different than the Spouse Scholarship MCP offered 
before? 

 Answer: Eligibility requirements have changed and are not as restrictive. Compare: 

The “old” MCP Spouse Scholarship:   

• Required the military sponsor and spouse to be concurrently enrolled in the same MCP 
term; or 

• Required the military sponsor be deployed during the course of the term. 

The NEW Military Spouse Scholarship has removed both of these eligibility restrictions – it is 
available to any military spouse who possesses a valid/current “United States Uniformed 
Services Identification and Privilege Card” and is enrolled in a Military Campus Program term. 



Question: Will spouses who are eligible for the Department of Defense career advancement 
account (MyCAA) tuition assistant program also be eligible for the NEW Military Spouse 
Scholarship? 

Answer: Yes, but the New Military Spouse Scholarship will be applied to tuition after any MyCAA 
tuition assistance has been paid. 

But wait! There is more! 

Military spouses who have had Post 9/11 Veterans Education Benefits delegated to them by 
their sponsors are also eligible for the new scholarship provided the sponsor delegated less 
than 100% of their benefit to the spouse. NOTE: Spouses intending to use both delegated Post 
9/11 benefits and the NEW Military Spouse Scholarship should plan to register early. Some 
additional administrative processing must be done – early registration will go a long way to 
ensuring your VA benefits are processed efficiently. 

Question: How do I apply for this scholarship? 

Answer: Contact any local Military Campus Programs office on Oahu  for assistance with the 
application process.  

 

Students located on Oahu can contact any on-base MCP staff member for assistance with 
registration and scholarship processing. Telephone contacts follow: 

MCP Joint Base, Hickam  MCP Joint Base, Pearl Harbor  MCP MCBH, Kaneohe 
543-8055   687-7082    544-9313 

MCP MCBH, Camp Smith MCP Schofield Barracks  MCP Tripler 
544-9318   687-7094    544-1493 

MCP Graduate Programs 
687-7070 

Off-Island/Online spouses should contact MCP Off-Island advisors at 808-687-7702 or email: 
MCPOnline@hpu.edu. 

 

Term 3-2013 registration begins 25 February 2013 
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